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Ministry in the Digital Age
Leading into the Future with Honour
Connecting Youths to Nature & Community
Meeting Real Needs, Developing Real Leaders
Developing Social Entrepreneurship & Community Leadership in Youths

Partners

Anchor Conference
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Transformational Leadership
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Topic:

Synopsis:

Ministry in the
Digital Age

“The Gospel must be constantly forwarded to a new address because its
recipient is repeatedly changing his place of residence.” ~ Helmut Thielicke,
German theologian

Facilitated by:

How can we continue to bring this unchanging gospel to our changing
world in unique digital ways?
If you are interested to help disciples and teams to find, use, create, and
share digital media, tools and strategies in effective ways, come and
discover creative ideas for your youth engagement and outreach. Hear
stories of how others have used digital tools to creatively engage so as to
fulfil our mission.
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Topic:

Synopsis:

Leading into the
Future with
Honour

Honour, integrity, and the dependability to do what is right have been the
foundation of Singapore’s trustworthiness leading to success since her
independence. While each generation must decide its own way according
to its own circumstances, it is imperative that the culture of honour be
embraced by Singaporeans as a fundamental value in the compass for
Singapore’s success in the years to come.

Facilitated by:

Join us at this interactive workshop and discuss collaborative opportunities
for doing more for Singapore, together!
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Topic:

Synopsis:

Connecting
Youths to Nature
& Community

This workshop provides an insight into GUI’s unprecedented and dynamic
ways of shaping people and nurturing leaders for the future, grounded in the
holistic approach of the “Thinker-Warrior-Farmer” – the elements of an allrounded leader. Discover how you can harness the opportunities that GUI
provides in developing our youths to overcome their inhibitions, develop
empathy and build resilience – key attitudinal shifts necessary to kick start a
sense of ownership and action.

Facilitated by:
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Synopsis:

This workshop aims to explore Service-Learning/ Values in
Action/ Community Service as a powerful platform for nurturing
servant leadership in youths. Beyond serving in the Boys’ Brigade,
Facilitated by:
we must groom our youths to impact the Singapore society.
Explore with others and contribute your ideas and experiences
Mr Samuel Lim
to a simple yet effective process of doing service in a way that
HOD (Character & Citizenship benefits the community and develops servant leadership.
Education)
Meeting Real Needs,
Developing Real Leaders

Zhenghua Secondary School
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Topic:

Synopsis:

Developing
Social
Entrepreneurship
& Community
Leadership in
Youths

Citi-YMCA Youth For Causes (YFC) is a community initiative started by
Citibank and the YMCA of Singapore in 2003. Funded by Citi Foundation, the
programme is a catalyst to promote social entrepreneurship and community
leadership development among Singapore youths aged 15-25 years old.

Facilitated by:

The YFC programme empowers participants to be the masters of their own
project, working closely with VWOs in Singapore, and gaining first-hand
experience in organising events to champion a social cause.
Come to this workshop to know more about the Citi-YMCA YFC programme
and how you can tap onto this resource for the development of youths in
your area of influence.

